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and Animalistic
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T
rend forecaster and market 
analyst Li Edelkoort started 
her career as a buyer at the 
Dutch department store De 
Bijenkorf before setting up 
Trend Union, a trend 

forecasting service based in Paris and 
which provides the creative 
community with colour and lifestyle 
information published biannually. 
Also the President of Edelkoort, an 
American consulting corporation with 
offices in Paris, New York and Tokyo, 
Li has helped to shape products for 
international brands, advising on 
product identity and development 
strategy for clients such as Coca-
Cola, Nissan, Lancôme, Camper and 

Moooi. And then there is her think 
tank, established in the early 90s, 
Studio Edelkoort, which acts as a 
creative, artistic and international 
operational factory of ideas. It’s little 
wonder she has her trend-identifying 
finger on the pulse of the world.

According to Li, trending is not a 
science but rather an art that arises 
from necessity. Trend forecasting, 
unlike trend spotting, is indispensable 
in every branch of industry, in spite of 
the need for it to not yet be revered. Li 
carefully admits that she does not 
discover anything new but observes 
and interprets moods and behaviour. 
Her magic formula is intuition, fused 
with perceptive awareness of societal 

movements, political developments 
and social changes. She consistently 
uses the same methodology in her 
work’s future-oriented projections; 
searching for answers to questions 
such as what will our lives be like in 
the future? What will people want? 
What desires and needs will they 
have? How does a product appeal to 
people's senses? How do you inspire 
people to want to buy things?

Li’s latest trend forecast, locally 
presented at the Design Indaba earlier 
this year, anticipates that our 
relationships with nature and animals 
will amplify and grow into a movement 
extending from fashion to architecture. 
From a socio-cultural perspective: 
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birds transmit their songs through 
social interactions as humans do for 
dance, cooking and language. Thus, 
although birds and humans have 
different evolutionary routes, birdsong 
culture can inform theories of human 

culture, related to the way we speak, 
the way we live and even the way we 
interact with fellow humans.

The biggest trend of all, Li predicts, 
will be the collaboration of nature 
and man-made structures to 
synthesise as one living organism. Her 
forecasts around “my home is my 
nest” include building nests at home 
using natural materials from our 

immediate surroundings. The focus is 
on creating the home as a hideout, a 
space for breathing; conjuring up 
images of cocoons, shells, marsupial 
pouches, beaver nests and hives; 
encouraging the animal instinct 
inside us to make a home, to nest, to 
beautify the home space as a 
masterpiece. Earthenware, exclusive 
woods and different shells have 
already started infiltrating the  
designs of homes internally and 
externally.

But it doesn’t stop there. Li 
predicts that distinctive birds like 
swans will have quite an influence on 
the advent of more tulle, lace and 
fluttering knits, while water birds will 
impact our choice of colour with 
blues, greys and greens coming to the 

fore. Li suggests a strong focus on 
blurred edges and visual texture, 
indicative of soft chicks, while urban 
birds will inspire bleak colours, and 
echoing concrete patterns will be 
abstract. A conversion to honest 

clothes in warm, deep colours 
and vintage prints will 
happen. Inspired by weaver 
birds’ nests, fabrics will be 
hand-spun yarns. Colourful 

feathers of the singing birds will 
influence us to wear sophisticated 
brights, while birds of prey will push 
towards powerful neutrals, casual 
clothes and folk details.

In terms of luxury, Li speaks of 
future consumer behaviour seeing 
potential for market growth in luxury 
articles. She termed this development 
the “democratisation of luxury,” 

involving the foggy lines between 
exclusive brands and discount items. 
In her opinion, this will lead to a cul 
de sac: consumers will want Zara or 
Prada, H&M or Hermès, and nothing 
in between.

The concept of luxury, too, has 
dramatically transformed, now 
promoting healthy eating and taking 
care of body and mind in unison with 
high-quality, durable products with 
which one has a long-standing 
relationship. With the wellness 
industry about to boom, Li’s theory is 
that in this period of terrorist attacks, 
natural disasters and economic crisis, 
consumers have a greater longing 
than ever not only for more safety, 
but for a feeling of comfort, calm and 
balance too.

Well-being will be furiously 
apparent in how people spend their 
leisure time. Going on an annual 
holiday will be less of a focus and a 
“daily break” or “holiday every day” 
will become more popular. People will 
create their own “wellness world” at 
home where they can pamper 
themselves and surround themselves 
with their most significant items to 
create a sense of stability and promote 
relaxation. These items will include 
top-quality foods, luxurious lifestyle 
enhancers and lavish products for 
body and hair care. Li expects that 
emphasis will be placed on how we 
eat. Drink and cosmetics will play a 
decisive part in people's search for 
new tastes and sensory impressions, 
which will activate a veritable flood 
of new products in the consumer 

goods market. Japan will inspire many 
trends, from fashion, eating habits 
and cosmetics to various relaxation 
practices. Fragrances and scents will 
be an expository factor in future 
products including foods and clothes.

With the world moving towards 
dreams of a better place, the taking 
care of ourselves, who we are 
emotionally, physically and spiritually, 
the next revolution will come from 
within, where marketing and 
materialism will take on a new 
silhouette – one that is customised, 
bespoke and belongs only to you but 
which is shared freely and generously 
with the universe and all living 
creatures. The desire and its far-
reaching effect for well-being will 
reverberate throughout our lives. 

According to Li, trending is not a 
science but rather an art that 
arises from necessity.
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City



Concierge Division 

Our concierge division was born 

of the need in the market for an 

exclusive and personalised service 

to manage high-profi le VIP clients 

with a seamless turnkey solution, 

surpassing industry standards.

We have the ability to meet unique 

requirements by operating as a 

luxury facilitation mechanism with 

the following premium service 

capabilities:

 › Aviation company to manage 

charters

 › Event planning and support

 › Access to major events as a VIP

We also have a private chauffeur 

service operating as a point-to-point 

service in luxury and exotic vehicles. 

These vehicles can be branded to 

clients’ specifi cations.

Tel: +27 11 484 2833
Fax: +27 11 484 2899

www.neoafrica.com

T
o alter the minds, the 
mindsets and the 
mindfulness of the crowds 
of people who swim 
apoplectically in the 
lukewarm splashes of 

ideas, a new identity is to be created 
for design. But design needs a critical 
mass to support it. Some of the most 
interesting social factors influence 
critical mass, like interrelatedness, 
levels of communication and the size 
of a culture or subculture.

It is meaningful to view design as 
belonging to this dynamic environment 

where it has no real boundaries and 
only adventure to grow it. With an 
ample amount of momentum in a 
social system it will, and can, become 
self-sustaining and promote an 
accelerated quantity of growth; which 
is what it aims to advocate, after all.

Making this argument tangible is 
the advent of The World Design 
Capital competition and Cape Town’s 
bid for 2014. With a future-oriented 
perspective, this project is to elevate 
and encourage the use of design, all 
design, to further the social, economic 
and cultural development of the 
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world's cities. In the efforts to secure 
this designation, the preliminaries to 
create Cape Town’s stature as a 
pivotal point for current and future 
design and innovation is spearheaded 
by Mayor Dan Plato. Mayor Plato 
attended the World Design Cities 
Summit in Seoul, which forms part of 
Seoul’s festival of its year of 
designation as World Design Capital 
2010. Together with a senior 
delegation, Mayor Plato will introduce 
Cape Town to a matrix of design cities 
from this summit and promote our 
own Mother City’s bid.

The World Design Capital title is 
specialised and focused, aiming to 
build on the broader essence of 
design's impact on urban spaces, 
economies and citizens. As a contender, 
Cape Town has the opportunity to 
evince its achievements in design and 
urban policy to a global congregation; 
to revel in its feats in sourcing, nursing 
and promoting creative industries, as 
well as corroborate how government 
and industry work in unison with 
educational institutions, designers and 
inhabitants to pioneer the urban 
habitat.

The ocean of benefits for Cape 
Town if it becomes a World Design 
Capital include procuring visibility as a 
hub of creativity and innovation; 
attracting investors and creative 
people; strengthening economic 
development; positioning as a leading 
city of design on the international 
arena; and building a global image. But 
how does this benefit Cape Town in 
particular and South Africa as a whole?

In viewing design in a South 
African context, with Cape Town the 

beacon, we have a comparative 
advantage: space to work 
collaboratively with free thinking and 
amazingly talented design-oriented 
professionals. We can easily tap into 
the already-existing commercial 
centre that exists both culturally and 
physically. Our gold nugget, our 
competitive edge, is that we are now 
able to vie with a globally expansive 
marketplace; one which waits for no 
one and one where we can now lay 
our concepts and ideas as they have 
local relevance and naturally local 
ownership. Thus giving the feisty 
designer, loud artist, melancholy 
musician, dancing architect, beatnik 
copywriter, valiant troubadour, 
governmental policy writer and 
everyone else a space in which they 
can compete. With the allowance of a 
global scheme and a focus on Cape 
Town, finances will be taken care of, 
which will promote the financial 
viability of projects, so allowing for 
the creation of more fluid work.

Cape Town is orienting itself as the 
innovation hub of Africa. It is already 
renowned for early medical successes 
like Chris Barnard’s first heart 
transplant, completed some 50 years 
ago, and the latest, revolutionary 
soon-to-be-headlining-the-highways, 
all-electric car, the Joule, developed by 
Woodstock-based Company, Optimal 
Energy. So what is next on the southern 
city’s itinerary?

 A new identity is shaping and 
forming as the city moves and curls. A 
widely spread resolution to Cape 
Town’s maturation challenges lies in 
the design of the metropolis as well as 
of its affairs. Projects like the IRT 

transport project; the Oude Molen Eco 
Village, Sinking the Cape Town Station 
and Caron Von Zeil’s Reclaim Camissa 
initiative hearten the loyal Capetonian 
to foster the undertaking of drafting a 
new city; a city with effervescent 
creative magnitude. The Grand Parade, 
for instance, situated in a convergence 
of commuter transportations, is a fan 
zone for the World Cup, and sections 
have been converted to markets, 
while the old Drill Hall on its periphery 
is now the Central Library. Church 
Square, next to the Company Gardens, 
has been pedestrianised and 
300-year-old Greenmarket Square 
has had a facelift in preparation of 
festivals and concerts. Ingenuity is 
coming to the fore with activators 
such as East City Design Initiative, 
Cape Town Activa, Bandwidth Barn, 
Creative Cape Town and Silicon Cape.

With brazen initiatives and 
forward-thinking ideas, the Mother 
City centre is shaping up to be a 
bonfire of design, taking into account 
the historical and economic needs of 
the residents. Opening up the city 
with public spaces that live and 
breathe so that residents can 
experience every day means not 
isolating spaces, not living towards 
car parks and dead clearance but to 
allow cafés and friendly spaces to 
seep over sidewalks and spread into 
city skylines. Like any form of art or 
design, the city has to have its own 
elements, own vision, own identity. 
And Cape Town has birthed just that. 
Not just for the city, but for the 
country as a political influence, a 
social impactor and the design centre 
of the continent. 


